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Orange-headed Thrush (Zoothera cih初a)Eating Elastic Bands 

Refuse from human activities has仕equentlybeen found to be hazardous to wildlife 

(ROTHSTEIN， 1973; BROWN ET AL.， 1981; PE甘 ITET AL.， 1981). Here 1 report the ingestion 

of elastic bands by an Orange-headed Thrush (Zoothera citrina) in Khao Yai National 

Park. 
On 13 January 2004 1 was bird watching within 20 m of the restaurant at the Pha 

Kluay Mai Campsite， Khao Yai National Park， Prachin Buri Province (14026' N， 101024' 

E). Food waste is regularly discarded behind the restaurant on a muddy area at the edge 
of evergreen forest. This attracts a number of birds including thrushes (Turdidae)， babblers 

(Timaliidae)， Coral-billed Ground Cuckoo (Carpococcoyx renauldi) and Red Junglefowl 
(Gallus gallus). On this occasion 1 was watching an Orange-headed Thrush foraging on the 

ground and saw it pick up a circular， red elastic band with its bill which it then beat against 
the ground and promptly swallowed. During the following 5-10 minutes 1 observed it 

consume two more elastic bands and no other prey items. The bands were 28 mm in 

diameter with a thickness of 1 mm and bands of this type are widely used to seal all 

manner of plastic bags and containers， especially takeaway food items. Earthwonns fonn 
am吋orpart of the diet of thrushes (MEYER DE SCHAUENSEE， 1984) and this individual 
presumably mistook the elastic bands for its usual prey. Although in this case 1 was not 
able to detennine the fate of the thrush， ingesting such debris can obstruct the gut， lead to 

absorption of toxins， and reduce the absorption of nutrients from their real food resulting 

in slow death by poisoning or starvation (U.S FISH AND WILDLlFE SERVICE AND NATIONAL 
MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE， 1992). Several species ofbird occurring at Khao Yai National 
Park， including other thrushes， robins (Turdidae) and pittas (Pittidae)， are also known to 

feed on earthwonns， (Meyer de Schauensee， 1984; LAMBERT & WOODCOCK， 1996) and 
could potentially be at risk from these elastic bands. 

Whilst litter in general is an eye-sore it is instances like the above example that 

emphasize the potential adverse effects even such small innocent appearing waste could 

have on wildlife. That such an event was observed in a national park， where one might 
hope for better waste management and awareness of animal welfare， is of particular concem. 

While efforts訂 emade to remove garbage from the park， with a regular collection service， 

much litter is still discarded along the roads， at campsites， restaurants and at the main 

tourist attractions such as the waterfalls and view points. There is clearly a need for more 

restrictions on the use and disposal of non-degradable items. Furthennore， with over half 
a million people entering the park annually (DNP， 2003)， there is an urgent need to provide 
more information to visitors and people working in the park of the possible dangers to 
wildlife of inappropriate waste disposal. 
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